
Multipla Rear Wheel Bearing Replacement

The Multipla rear bearing comes as a complete hub, so the theory is that you simply
slide the old hub off the axle shaft and slip on a new one. The reality on a ten year old
car is a little different.

Parts

The hub is available from shop4parts.co.uk, but with the postage comes to around
£64. I got mine from a local motor factor for £45. It must come with a new nut, and
ideally would come with a new dust cap, but mine didn’t, despite the motor factor
saying that a dust cap was shown in the catalogue.

Tools

Release oil (Plus Gas etc), grease, wire wool, 12mm spanner, 32mm socket, extension
bar for socket set handle, hub puller, assorted old screwdrivers and hammer for
prising/ driving things off.

Doing the Job

1. With the car jacked up and securely on an axle stand, release the handbrake
and remove the brake drum by undoing the 12mm wheel locating pegs. If the
drum has not been off for a while, the shoes will have worn into the drum and
it may need a lot of ‘persuasion’ to come off. The auto-adjusters cannot be
backed off while the drum is still fitted. To force it off, rotate the drum a bit
relative to the hub, fit two bolts into the threaded holes where the locating
pegs went and screw them in evenly. This photo shows the idea with one bolt,
but two are needed.

 After removal, grind down the lip to make subsequent removal easier.



2. Spray some Plus Gas between the dust cover and hub, and gently hammer
evenly around the edge of the dust cover with an old screwdriver until it
comes off. How gently depends on whether you have to reuse it.

3. Remove the hub nut. An extension tube/piece of pipe may be needed as it can
be tight. I used an 8 inch extension tube and put all my weight on it by
standing on the end. Spray Plus Gas on the axle.

4. Remove the hub. This may need a puller, or improvise with a steel plate and
some bolts. Remove the thrust washer that was behind the hub nut.

5. If the axle is rusty, the inner race may stay on the axle.

This shows an old screwdriver being driven between the back of the race and the
spacer to force it along the axle. Do this evenly all the way round, until there is
enough space to fit the puller. Mind the ABS sensor (the plastic rectangular thing
sticking through the backplate).



6. This is why the inner race was stuck. Use wire wool to clean up the axle, and
grease it to prevent the new hub sticking.

7. Fit the new hub, fit the thrust washer and the new nut. The nut should be done
up to 280N-m or 200lb-ft, which is more than my torque wrench goes up to
(210N-m). 280N-m is equal to my weight (70kg) at 0.4m, and my torque
wrench is 0.4m from centre to handle, so I did it up to 210N-m and then stood
on the handle to apply 280N-m.

8. Here’s a comparison of the old and new hubs. The grease was fairly dry in the
old one and it made a roaring sound when turned. The inner race bearing
surface showed signs of damage. The new hub turns silently.



9. Refit the drum, refit the locating pegs loosely and press on the brake pedal to
centre the shoes and drum, and then do up the pegs.

10. Adjust handbrake with the white nut under the handbrake lever, if necessary.

11. Refit the wheel and road test the car.


